. The H¡im) are called head characters. Conway and Norton [2] have computed the functions Fm(z) for all elements m of M, and they conjectured that, for every m £ M, Tmi¿) is a Hauptmodul for a group F(m) between T^N) for some N and its normalizer in PSLÍ2, R), i.e., Fm(z) generates a genus-zero function field invariant under Firn). In this paper we describe certain related calculations. The detailed working can be found in [4] . We have explicitly verified that the modular functions assigned to various m by
Conway and Norton [2] are actually Hauptmoduls for the groups they mention. Atkin and Fong [1] have recently verified that Hn(m) really is a character of M for all«.
We have also considered other finite groups, usually derived from centralizers of elements of M, and computed their head character tables. In particular, we consider . We also define which is a subgroup of PSL(2, R) and is conjugate to ro(/t). In [2] this group is denoted by T0inh\h); however, we prefer to reserve this name to denote a subgroup of ro(n: h) of index h which has Hauptmodul T^h (see below). Thus, adapting the rest of the notation from [2] , we always have the same name for the genus-zero subgroup of PSLÍ2, R) and the corresponding Hauptmodul in the canonical form (i.e. beginning q ~x + 0 + aq + . . .). Also, this notation provides a natural way of enumerating all discrete subgroups of PSL(2, R) containing T0(N) for a given N; see [4] .
Thus, we write r0(n: h) + e,f,.. . for <ro(n: h), we, wf, . . . ), r0(/t: h) + when all we for T0(/j: h) are present, r0(n: /i) -or ro(n: h) when no wc ^ 1 is present, where w. = I ( ' \: e divides n exactly, and ade2 -ben -e > 0
• Wchn de I J is a single coset of r0(/i: h). The we are called the Atkin-Lehner involutions for ro(n: h) [2] . The corresponding Hauptmoduls (when they exist) are denoted by tn+ej,...C17)' tn+(^lz) and '«-C^) or 'nC^X respectively. Tr/w) and its Hauptmodul t"(z) are a particular case when h = 1. . In this work we also define where g is such that g | 24 and (g,f) = 1. The corresponding functions are and t"(j/g)+(hz), respectively. These are used to label a wide class of groups and functions arising from various finite groups G considered in this paper.
From [2] we quote certain identities which are called there replication formulae:
\{T2 -r(2)(2z)} = {H2q + H4q2 +...}+ Hx (duplication), (q = e2wiz), where the e's are the eigenvalues of g in the representation [d^"/p)\, and in/p) is the Legendre symbol. The H ¡ig) is a generalized character of G, while it can be shown that H¡i -g) is a proper character; see [2] . However, our calculations show that the replication order of tg is always less than or equal to the replication order of t_g, and so they cannot be interchanged. We also observe that, as was not the case for M, the constant term is significant. In fact, HQi -g) is the character of G corresponding to the representation [d+] .
The second class includes E, F, H and Mx2. To compute the Thompson series for g G G, where G is one of the groups above, we have to find, by trial and error, linear combinations of irreducible characters of G that work, i.e., such that the resulting Thompson series can be identified as modular functions for certain discrete subgroups of PSL(2, R). Of course, such linear combinations do not have to exist, and in fact it is quite amazing that they do. For these groups, H ¡ig) is a proper character of G and the constant term is immaterial. Tables I-VIII give values of head characters for these groups, together with the decomposition of the H¡ig) into the irreducible characters of G. We found that to every element g G G, where G is one of the groups above, there corresponds a function tgiz) = q~x + H0ig) + Hxig)q + H2ig)q2 +..., which can be identified as a Hauptmodul for a discrete subgroup F = Fig) of PSLÍ2, R) containing T0(N) for some N and such that FB = <(¿ ])>, where F^ is the stabilizer of the cusp at z = ico. However, Fig) is not necessarily contained in the normalizer of ro(Af) in PSL(2, R), as was the case for M. Tables I-VIII also include the corresponding ro(/v*) and the type t (i.e., the name of the fixing group and the corresponding Hauptmodul) of tg(z) for every g G G.
Some observations resulting from this work, in particular some necessary alterations in the replication formulae and the more general form of fixing group F(g), have already been reported upon in [2] .
Let G be one of the groups considered above. Let p be the order of the element of M from whose centralizer G was derived. If (n/p) = -1, HH(g) are rational for all g G G, and the /i-tuplication formulae are used with algebraic conjugation.
If g G G of order s such that (s,p) ■» 1, then its Thompson series T is the same as Tm for some m G M, i.e., we can obtain new functions only from the elements of G whose order is divisible by p.
Consider T = Tg, where g £ M or g G G for one of the groups G discussed above. The replication formulae [2] In our calculations we used the character tables from [3] . 
